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Abstract. This work presents the design of a ﬂexible, scalable and easyto-conﬁgure simulation platform, which is primarily conceived so as to
evaluate access selection algorithms. As opposed to other similar tools,
the simulator oﬀers the possibility to deploy highly conﬁgurable scenarios, with various types of users, services, terminals and technologies.
It also enables the analysis of large and complex scenarios (comprising
many users and access elements), thanks to the abstraction techniques
which have been considered during its design phase, without incurring in
a high computational overhead. In addition, it can be used to evaluate
algorithms using multi-operator strategies, thus leading to multi-access,
multi-interface, multi-service and multi-operator scenarios.
Keywords: Access Selection, Heterogeneous, Simulation.

1

Introduction

The wide range of Radio Access Technologies (RAT), together with the increasing presence of multi-RAT terminals, lead to a large variety of scenarios in which
the access selection procedures have become rather complex tasks. This aspect
becomes more relevant considering the great number of parameters which both
the operator and the end-user might consider when taking a decision about the
most appropriate access.
In this sense, this work presents the design of a simulator tool which aims
at covering all the requirements which might be asked by the network, the endusers, the particular services, etc. so as to create an environment to evaluate, on
a ﬂexible and scalable way, a great variety of access selection algorithms without imposing a large computational complexity/overhead. In order to show the
goodness and potential of the simulator, we establish a highly heterogeneous
network scenario, with a broad range of access technologies, user types, services
and operators. By using a generic and open access selection algorithm, the obtained results clearly show the beneﬁts brought about by the simulator, which
can be used so as to extract interesting conclusions about the behavior of the
analyzed network.
K. Pentikousis et al. (Eds.): MONAMI 2011, LNICST 97, pp. 46–60, 2012.
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In order to cover the previously mentioned objective, the paper has been
structured according to the following points: Section 2 oﬀers a perspective of
the related state of the art, establishing the main diﬀerences with this work.
Section 3 introduces the design principles which have been considered during
the simulator implementation to deal with the scalability requirement. Section 4
depicts the simulator software architecture, its internal operation, as well as the
tools which have been added so as to guarantee the wanted degree of ﬂexibility.
Section 5 introduces a generic access selection algorithm, whose performance will
be analyzed with the implemented tool (Section 6), reporting the main results in
Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper, advocating the lines of research
which will be fostered based on the platform.

2

Related work

At the time of writing there are a great variety of simulation tools which might be
grouped (on a high level) according to the speciﬁc OSI layers they deal with [5].
On the one hand, we can ﬁnd those frameworks designed to reliably characterize
the performance and behavior of the physical and link layers (as well as the interaction between them), like transmitting waves, radio-frequency, propagation,
etc; and, besides, there are others which mostly deal with the rest of layers,
mainly addressing the analysis of network protocol performances, and they are
usually referred to as network simulation tools. This work focuses on this latter
category, and we will restrict to such platforms from here onwards.
Another division which can be made deals with the licensing issue of the
available tools: some of them are open source, while there are some commercial
alternatives. Both of these groups have their own advantages and disadvantages,
which the researcher should consider while selecting one alternative. Many tools
are initially developed during a research project and, therefore, usually belong to
the open source group, like GloMoSim [17] and OMNet++ [15], although in some
cases they evolve to commercial versions, like QualNet [13] and OMNEST [14],
respectively. Other relevant simulation platforms are ns-2 and its evolution ns3 [3] (open source) and OPNET [10], as the most relevant representative of the
commercial tools.
The ultimate objective of all these tools is to facilitate the analysis (by means
of simulation models) which is being carried out, oﬀering a set of integrated
modules to ease a dynamic and quick interaction; however, in many cases, it is
hard (or not possible) accessing the internals of the platform, and thus it can
not be adapted to a particular scenario. In this point it becomes sensible asking
whether a proprietary/tailored design might be more appropriate. The researcher
would have the advantage of knowing the exact characteristics, capacities and
limitations of the designed tool. He/she could make the design according to
his/her speciﬁc goals, and reﬁne the models and results with his/her needs.
On the other hand, it is also clear that the design and implementation of a
simulation tool from scratch might require a great eﬀort and temporal investment, so it becomes of great importance the abstractions which are adopted
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during its development, without the need of thoroughly modeling all the details. Even in the most reputable simulation platforms, some abstraction is done,
mostly due to the intrinsic resource limitation (memory, processing time, etc) of
the machines to execute the simulations. Although there are parallel processing
techniques and distributed strategies [7] to perform large-scale simulations, the
requirements (in terms of both hardware and software) usually make them an
unsuitable alternative. Besides, adopting any abstraction has the disadvantage
of limiting the reliability of the results. Therefore, it is of paramount relevance
the tradeoﬀ between the abstraction degree to carry out and the loss of precision which it brings about. Previous works have already analyzed this tradeoﬀ,
like [4], which studies the eﬀect of the level of detail for the radio propagation
models using various use cases. In such work, the authors state that a simpler
model might be a more sensible choice, in those cases in which the main goal of
the simulation does not heavily depend on the physical layer abstractions, while
being an important part of it.
When deciding on a greater precision when modeling the system to analyze
usually leads to a notable increase on the simulation time. This aspect is even
more relevant when working with many terminals, base stations or with a wide
range of restrictions to be applied by the access selection algorithms. For these
reasons, there are a large number of works, see e.g. [16], which have been forced
to reduce the number of elements to be considered for the simulations. This work
describes the initial design phases, in which we justify the selected abstraction
mechanisms, so as to overcome the aforementioned limitations and, therefore,
to be able to work with a much greater number of terminals, base stations and
constraints.

3

Design Principles

The tool which has been designed and implemented is named multi-Constraint
Access Selection in heterogeneous Environments (mCASE), and can be described
as an event-based simulator, based on an object-oriented programming language
(C++). It allows the creation of diﬀerent network scenarios, based on the speciﬁcation, both number and type, of the various elements which are involved
in the simulation (access technologies, terminals, base stations, users, services,
etc). It has the capacity of replicating the previously analyzed scenarios, since
we store not only the main characteristics of the scenario and the number of
the diﬀerent elements, but also the events (with the corresponding information),
keeping traces of the node mobility and service dynamics. This would allow to
assess the impact of diﬀerent access selection strategies under exactly the same
circumstances.
In order to ensure the pursued ﬂexibility and scalability, it becomes necessary
(as was already discussed) taking a number of abstractions so as to allow mCASE
handling (with sensible computational resources) the vast number of constraints,
network elements and events which will be generated on a single simulation run.
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Traﬃc Model Abstraction

Many works, like [6], have studied traﬃc modeling according to diﬀerent degrees
of detail, being able to distinguish three levels: session, connection and packet.
Each of them can be characterized by a diﬀerent statistical behavior and thus
should be modeled accordingly. Session level is related to the behavior of the user
while connecting and disconnecting to/from the system. This should be indirectly
handled by mCASE, based on the mobility patterns of the end-users. Packet
level characterizes the distribution of packets within a particular connection.
We decide that this is not needed for mCASE, since its main goal does not
consider traﬃc internals. Therefore, traﬃc will be modeled at a connection level,
with diﬀerent distributions for the calls each of the end-users can initiate (being
independent the calls of diﬀerent service types). Furthermore, in order to abstract
the various load units which might be used by each of the involved technologies,
we deﬁne a generic discrete capacity unit, the so-called Traﬃc Unit (TU) [11],
used so as to characterize both the access element capacity and the requirements
of the requested services.
3.2

Radio Propagation Abstraction

Taking into account that the main goal of mCASE is not to precisely study the
propagation channel, but it focuses on the evaluation of access selection algorithms [8], we propose a high level abstraction of the propagation models to be
used in the simulator. This implies that we will use non-complicated alternatives,
although they might represent, as much as possible, the most relevant characteristics of more reliable models. This strategy has been used in other works, like
in [9] which, due to the intrinsic complexity of a complete WiMAX system, proposes a relatively simple model, although mimicking the overall characteristics.

4

Simulator Architecture

mCASE comprises a number of various C++ classes, related between them and
which take a speciﬁc role within the simulator. As can be seen on Figure 1,
the scenario class is the one which compiles all the objects which are part of
mCASE. In this sense, it stores all the information about the terminals and
base stations which are created during any simulation run and also coordinates
the interaction between the rest of elements. During the network deployment
phase, all the objects which represent base stations (BS), terminals and users
are instanced. Every user carries a single terminal, but the two objects maintain
their particular properties. Besides, a BS has a single RAT, while a terminal can
incorporate one or more RATs. Furthermore, during the development phase, all
BSs are associated to the operator they belong to; each operator has a number
of BSs (which might also diﬀer in the technology they use). In order to be able
to analyze situations in which a terminal needs to make a handover between BSs
belonging to diﬀerent operators and assuming that there might be cooperation
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Fig. 1. mCASE high level architecture

agreements between them, we have incorporated in the architecture an Access
Broker functionality, which will be able to manage the strategies between operators. In this sense, mCASE is able to deal with multi-RAT and multi-operator
scenarios.
4.1

Simulator Conﬁguration

mCASE is a ﬂexible simulation platform, scalable and easy-to-conﬁgure. It
allows to specify all simulation parameters by a general conﬁguration ﬁle,
mCASE.cfg. This ﬁle groups (in various sections) all the properties for each of
the objects involved in the simulation; in addition, it also deﬁnes the other parameters which are needed for the simulator.
Each of the employed radio technology is modeled with a RAT object, characterized by its coverage area and the load it can support, in TUs. The possibility
of being able to use diﬀerent RAT types can be used to deploy urban scenarios
(with a wide range of access alternatives) or rural environments (with few base
stations and technologies).
The diﬀerent terminal types are implemented with the terminal object. This
object has a probability parameter, which indicates the probability for any user
to carry such type of terminal. Each of them are characterized by the RATs it
incorporates (list of RATid ), so that a wide range of terminals can be easily
added to the scenario (from advanced devices to more modest ones). Likewise,
the probability parameter of the user object is used so as to specify the percentage
of each user type in the simulation, which diﬀer on the services they are able to
support, so as to include various traﬃc requirements depending on the type of
user. The link between a particular user and the terminal he/she uses is done
through the userTerminal object, which gives a complete degree of freedom to
combine diﬀerent types of user and services. Regarding the services associated to
a user type, each of them is represented with the service object, which includes
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the following properties: time between arrivals (tia ), service time (ts )1 , requested
capacity (TU), as well as a number of additional features, like particular real
time requirements, etc. In this sense, it becomes possible incorporating various
types of services, like video, voice and data. Finally, mCASE oﬀers the possibility
that each user has diﬀerent mobility patterns. This can be used to analyze highspeed users (within vehicles) or pedestrians. The movement object is used for
that, and it incorporates diﬀerent mobility models (e.g. Random WayPoint and
their characteristics).
Regarding base stations, each of the them are represented by the basestation
object. These have only one RAT and, by means of the mindistance parameter,
we can carry out a more sensible deployment, by ﬁxing a minimum distance
between BSs of the same type and operator. Furthermore, each operator has
its own base stations, bringing about the possibility to reﬂect a great variety of
scenarios. Finally, the access broker object is added to manage the cooperation
strategies between operators and therefore, it includes all the operators which
are deﬁned in the scenario.
4.2

Simulator Operation

The mCASE modular design allows adding or modifying any part of its structure, so as to add the simulator the possibility to incorporate new functionalities, if this is deemed necessary. It is mostly constituted by the phases which are
brieﬂy described below.
1. Terminal deployment. During this phase, all the userTerminal objects which
will be included in the simulation are created. Each terminal is assigned a
unique identiﬁer, together with the type of terminal and user, the operator
it is subscribed to and a movement pattern; these three parameters are
randomly selected (based on the corresponding conﬁguration); to establish
the operator, we use the MarketShare section of the mCASE.cfg ﬁle, which
establishes the market distribution between the involved operators. Finally,
each of the users is randomly placed in the scenario, and the characteristics
of the corresponding movement and service patterns are also ﬁxed.
2. Base station deployment. During the deployment of the BS, the corresponding basestation objects are created, each of them identiﬁed by a unique ID,
the type of BS 2 and the operator it belongs to. Each operator has a speciﬁc
number of base stations, and thus the deployment basically assigns their
position within the scenario, considering the minimum distance to be kept
between BS of the same operator and technology.
3. Movement and service patterns creation. Before starting the simulation, we
generate, for every user, all the events which represent the movements he/she
will make during the simulation life-time. Each movement has a set of parameters to characterize it (identiﬁer, starting and end positions, direction
1
2

The service uses an ON-OFF model, where ts corresponds to the average duration
of the ON state and tia is the average time at the OFF state.
Each BS type has a number of parameters: e.g. capacity and range (cell-site).
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- angle, speed, etc), as well as the corresponding time event, which is stored
in the single queue managed by mCASE. Similarly, all services are created
for every user; each of them will have as many traces as service types he/she
supports, characterized by a unique identiﬁer and the current state (on, oﬀ ),
as well as by an event indicating the time when the state is changed.
4. Simulation start. The event manager stores all the events which have been
generated during the previous phase. They are sorted according to the executing time. Then, at the beginning of the simulation, the ﬁrst event is dispatched, calling the appropriate handler. Depending of the particular event
type, there might be cases where other events are generated, being stored
at the event queue. When all events are handled or when the ﬁnish time is
reached, the process is stopped and all the required statistics are collected
in output ﬁles (according to the conﬁguration ﬁle).
It is important to highlight that the ﬁrst three phases could also be done by
means of external ﬁles (previously generated by mCASE ) which would fully
characterize a previous setup.
4.3

Access Selection Process

When a service enters its active (on) state, this implies that the terminal starts
to generate traﬃc, according to the particular characteristics of such service.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to ask the network for resources so as to satisfy
such service, triggering an access selection procedure. It is worth mentioning that
this process is also started whenever a terminal with an on-going service crosses
the coverage boundaries of its current serving BS and also during the application
lifetime, periodically, to check whether more appropriate alternatives have become available. The strategy which has been adopted to streamline this process
were originally proposed within the Ambient Networks project [12], implying the
steps which are described below.
1. Access Detection. According to the actual position of the terminal, it establishes the set of available base stations, without considering (at this stage),
the operator they belong to, or whether they have enough resources to handle the request. The only aspect which is considered is thus the physical
connectivity. This is the Detected Set (DS).
2. Access Validation. Taking the DS as an input, we apply the rules and strategies that the operators might have over the base stations. Based on the type
of applied policy, the DS can be reduced, ﬁltering those BSs which do not
fulﬁll it, or it can also modify some of the BS parameters. For instance, it
might happen that an operator applies a security constraint that the terminal can not cope with (and therefore it is discarded), or it can apply some
rules to modulate the oﬀered price, based on the current load situation. In
this latter case, this type of policies involve the BSs of diﬀerent operators,
and the Access Broker entity could come into play. To sum up, this phase
reﬁnes the DS and validates the various parameters of the selected BSs,
building the Validated Set (VS).
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3. Candidate Accesses. This latter phase is the one which has the intelligence
of the access selection procedure. mCASE is ﬂexible enough so as to incorporate diﬀerent strategies or access selection algorithms, even the more
elaborated ones, like those based on multiple attribute decision techniques
(Multi-Attribute Decision Making, MADM) [16]. It includes a default algorithm based on a weighted sum of various constraints, which will be further
depicted in the next section. The outcome is a set of sorted BSs (according to
the aforementioned sum). Each of the base stations on this set is a candidate
to handle the connection, and it is thus called Candidate Set (CS).
Finally, in order to establish the BS which will handle the request, each of the
CS elements is asked (in order) about whether it has enough resources to handle
the service. If such is the case, those are reserved and if not, the next BS is
interrogated. If none of them can handle the service request, then the connection
is rejected, assuming that the terminal does not have any available BS to satisfy
the particular service demand.

5

Generic Access Selection Algorithm

The simulator includes an access selection algorithm which is based on a utility
function Φij , between user i and base station j, which is based on the weighted
sum of the various constraints which either the end-user or the network might
have. Each of the constraints can be modulated with a diﬀerent weight, and the
access alternative which maximizes the utility will be selected. The use of these
weights is a way to provide a great degree of ﬂexibility, since it can give more
or less relevance to a particular constraint of the utility function (establishing
diﬀerent access selection strategies). The constraints represent particular aspects
which are related to the preferences any end-user (or operator) might have while
deciding between various access alternatives. In particular we have considered
the constraints which are brieﬂy introduced below.
– Preferred operator. This parameter reﬂects the willingness any user might
have to connect, whenever this is possible, to his/her preferred operator (ηi ),
due to the existence of a contract, better fees, etc. This parameter depends
on the particular operator which manages the BS (ζj ). We will use Bij in
the corresponding utility function, deﬁned as:

1 if ηi = ζj
Bij =
(1)
0 otherwise
– Handovers. Once an end-user is connected to a base station, he/she will
prefer to keep it as much as possible, so as to avoid the degradation and
overhead which might happen during a handover process. This way, knowing
the BS to which the end-user was previously connected, we deﬁne Γij as:

1 if user i was connected to BS j
(2)
Γij =
0 otherwise
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– Link quality. While deciding between various access alternatives, one of the
parameters which is traditionally used is the quality of the radio link. Obviously, this is an aspect which heavily depends on the radio technology
and the propagation model. In general, we can model it with a decreasing
function of the distance to the base station (dij ), in this case, we will use
a triangular function [11], which takes the maximum value (1) at the base
station position and the minimum (0) at its coverage area edge (ωj ), so that
we deﬁne the Δij as follows:
⎧
⎨1 − dij
ωj
Δij =
⎩
0

if dij < ωj

(3)

otherwise

– Load. This is possibly the aspect most favored by the network when establishing the CS; the goal here is to balance the load of the various base
stations; the current relative load (θj ) is used, so as when all their resources
(θmax ) are available it gets the maximum value (1), taking the minimum one
(0) when all the capacity is being used; we deﬁne the Eij parameter as:
⎧
⎨ 1 − θj
if θj < θmax
θmax
Eij =
(∀i)
(4)
⎩0
otherwise
From the previous parameters, we deﬁne the utility function (Φij ), which combines them so as to allow a quick classiﬁcation of the available base statations.
Φij = β · Bij + γ · Γij + δ · Δij + · Eij

(5)

In order to make such function as ﬂexible as possible, each of the aforementioned
parameters is modulated by a diﬀerent weight; in this sense, β favors the use
of a base station belonging to the preferred operator; γ aims at minimizing the
handover processes; δ strengthens the use of a base station which has a high link
quality; ﬁnally, tries to balance the load of the base stations, by favoring those
BS which have more available resources. All the previous deﬁnitions assume that
the corresponding parameters are within the interval [0, 1], so if we ﬁx that the
sum of the four weights equals 1.0, β + γ + δ + = 1.0, we can bound the value
of the utility function within the same interval.
A similar algorithm was analyzed in [2], but there are three main diﬀerences:
(1) service models are added, and users only try to establish a connection when
Table 1. Involved technologies
Operator
B
B
A

ID Coverage (m) Capacity # Elements Technology
ρ0
80
5
20
WLAN-B
60
8
30
WLAN-A
ρ1
600
20
2
GSM
ρ2
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required; (2) load balancing is added to the list of considered constraints; (3) the
decisions are based only on the local information available to a particular user, as
opposed to [2], in which the optimization problem assumed global information.

6

Using mCASE to Analyze Heterogeneous Access
Networks

The wide range of parameters which can be conﬁgured within the simulator
framework gives mCASE the capacity of accepting a great variety of network
scenarios. As a starting point, we propose a heterogeneous network scenario,
with various technologies and operators. In particular, we will use the three
technologies which are depicted in Table 1. The last one (ρ2 ) mimics a technology
whose characteristics are similar to those of traditional cellular communications
(GSM), since it has a notably wider coverage and, in addition, it oﬀers a greater
capacity. The two other (ρ0 and ρ1 ) technologies are closer to WLAN access
points, with more limited coverage and capacity. The capacity is modeled with
the abstraction presented before, based on discrete load units (TUs).
We also assume that there exist two operators. The ﬁrst one (A) is the traditional one, which manages the base stations of cellular technology, while the
second (B) would mimic a novel operator, oﬀering a less-conventional access, by
means of WLAN technologies.
We consider a square are of 1000 m side, in which the base stations are deployed without any particular previous planning (although limiting the minimum
distance between them, when they belong to the same operator and are of the
same type). Taking all of this into consideration, the network which will be analyzed is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen the two GSM BSs cover most of area,
without a relevant overlap. The area covered by operator B is notably lower, but
it provides access alternative within an area the traditional operator does not
reach (left top corner).
Op.B−ρ0

Op.B−ρ1

Op.A−ρ2

1000
800

Table 2. Involved service types
600

ID Tia
(s)
0 120
1 120
2 200

400
200
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Fig. 2. Network deployment used during
the analysis

Ts Capacity Service
(s) (TUs)
Type
60
1
Data
180
1
Voice
180
3
Video
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Table 3. Access selection strategies
Parameter
β
γ
δ


A
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

B
1
0
0
0

C
0
1
0
0

D
0
0
1
0

E
0
0
0
1

F
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.0

G
0.5
0.0
0.5
0.0

H
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.5

I
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.0

J
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.5

K
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.5

We deploy 200 users, assuming that 60% of them are clients of operator A,
while the rest would rather connect to operator B. We also deﬁne three types of
terminals: a basic one which only has a GSM interface; a medium one, which has
two interfaces: GSM and WLAN-A; the third one would be the more advanced
one, having the three RATs which are considered within the simulation3 . The assignment of a terminal to every user is done based on certain probabilities, which
were 0.3, 0.4 and 0.3 for basic, medium and advanced terminals, respectively.
We also deﬁne two types of users: regular and business, depending on the
services they would invoke. The traﬃc is modeled as ON-OFF processes, deﬁning
one or more services which the users might use simultaneously, according the
particular conﬁguration of the scenario. In this work, we have established three
diﬀerent services, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 2. Based on
them, the regular user (70% of the overall) uses voice and data services, while
the business-type also employ the video application. Users are randomly placed
within the simulation area and afterwards they move according to the Random
Waypoint model [1], with a speed selected within the interval [1, 3] (m/s).
Once the scenario has been described, Table 3 present the access selection
strategies which were analyzed. As can be seen, we modify the value which is
given to each of the weights, so that every strategy would prioritize some of
the aforementioned constraints. Strategy A provides the same weight to all the
parameters, as a way to see the consequences of a fair weight distribution within
the utility function. Strategies B, C, D and E focus (each of them) on a single
parameter, so as to study their individual eﬀect. Finally, strategies F, G, H, I,
J and K, favor two of the used parameters to assess the eﬀect of some of the
combinations which can be formulated.

7

Discussion of Results

In this section we describe the results which were obtained when using the 11
access selection strategies which have been previously presented. The simulation
lasts 2000 seconds, and 100 independent runs are executed, so as to ensure the
statistical validity of the results. In addition, since one of the main goals of this
paper was to assess the validity and ﬂexibility of mCASE, we have made two
complementary conﬁgurations of the same scenario. In the ﬁrst one (Figure 3),
we use the values provided in the previous section for the terminal distribution,
3

Note that this is just an illustrative example and mCASE would allow any combination of the various RATs, according to the conﬁguration depicted in mCASE.cfg
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0.4

RAT ρ1

0.3

RAT ρ2

0.2
0.1

A B C D E F G H
Strategy

(c) Handovers

I

J K

0

A B C D E F G H
Strategy

I

J K

(d) Load per RAT

Fig. 3. Access selection strategies performance (three terminal type conﬁguration)

while for the second case (Figure 4) we assume that all the users are equipped
with the advanced terminal.
Figure 3(a) shows the probability that a service successfully ﬁnishes, while
Figure 3(b) represents the reject probability4 . We can see that the diﬀerent
strategies do not have a great inﬂuence on the probability that a service appropriately ﬁnishes, but it is clear that services with fewer requirements (in terms of
capacity) show a greater probability of being successful (service 0). On the other
hand, from the results of Figure 3(b), it can be inferred that there is a certain
inﬂuence of the strategies over the reject probability, which is lower for strategies
E, J and K, which aim at balance the load between the various base stations.
Following this way of thinking, we could have expected the same behavior from
strategy H, but in this case, the inﬂuence of the preferred operator constraint
leads to higher reject probability (since its base stations get easily saturated).
On the other hand, Figure 3(c) yields a great inﬂuence of the strategies over
the number of handovers. In this case, C, F and I show a lower average number
of handovers per service, since they prioritize their minimization in the corresponding utility function. On the contrary, for J, the impact of the load balancing
weight causes a slight increase on the number of handovers.
4

The sum of both probabilities does not equal 1.0, since there might be some calls
which are initiated, but are not properly ﬁnished, since there were not resources
after a handover; mCASE treats these as dropped services.
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Fig. 4. Access selection strategies performance (single terminal type conﬁguration)

Finally, Figure 3(d) shows the relative load of all the BS of the same type. For
all the strategies ρ2 BS are almost saturated (load is above 90% for all cases),
since they almost cover the complete scenario and, in addition, all users are able
to connect to them (all terminals have a ρ2 interface). On the other hand, the
load of the BSs of the novel operator is rather low (for most of the cases it stays
below 10%); this is due to the fact that these BSs do not cover a great part of the
area under analysis, and (in addition) there are some users which are not able to
use such technologies, since they might be carrying a basic terminal (which only
has the GSM interface). In any case, it can be seen that for strategies E and
K, the load is slightly higher, since in this case the load balancing parameter is
prioritized in the corresponding utility function. Although this could have been
expected for strategies H and J, but the inﬂuence of the preferred operator and
handover constraints compensate this eﬀect.
On the other hand, Figure 4 can be used so as to assess the inﬂuence of changing one aspect of the scenario conﬁguration. The use of an advanced terminal
by all the users increase the connectivity changes, and we can see how this is
reﬂected in the corresponding results (by comparing to those obtained with the
original conﬁguration). The probability that a service successfully terminates is
increased (approximately 5%) for all service types (Figure 4(a)). On a similar
way, rejected services (Figure 4(b)) are sharply reduced, ≈ 20% for all strategies,
due to the increase of connectivity possibilities. On the other hand, the number
of handovers is notably higher for strategies E, H and K, since they prioritize
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load balancing, and therefore, end-users might be able to use alternative accesses
(being equipped with a terminal having all the involved technologies). Finally,
the eﬀect of the advanced terminal penetration appears very clearly in the load
results (Figure 4(d)), which shows a sharp increase on the load for RATs ρ0 and
ρ1 (being slightly lower for the latter one, which has less overall coverage) for
all cases. The results for ρ2 are rather similar (above 90%) and the conclusions
which were extracted before also applies here. In this case, it is interesting to
compare strategies E and K; it could have been expected a better load balancing
for the former one, since the corresponding utility function only prioritized such
constraint, but we can see that favoring higher quality links (K) also favors a
better load balancing.

8

Conclusions

This work has introduced mCASE, a proprietary simulation tool which has been
designed in order to analyze algorithms in the ﬁeld of access selection within heterogeneous network environments. We have identiﬁed the speciﬁc requirements
which called for a proprietary tool, as opposed to other available alternatives.
In order to assess the validity and operation of mCASE, we have presented a
ﬁrst analysis about the performance of various access selection strategies, which
give diﬀerent priority to a number of parameters of merit. The obtained results
not only validates the implementation, but they can be used to establish some
tradeoﬀs between the various constraints which might be considered during the
access selection procedures.
We will use the framework provided by mCASE so as to thoroughly analyze
diﬀerent strategies for resource management in heterogeneous wireless access environments. We will also study cooperation strategies between operators, price
policies, etc. For the sake of completeness, these results will be corroborated and
complemented with analytical studies, which will be based on various mathematical techniques, like linear programming [2] or game theory.
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